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ABSTRACT
Due to their random nature, flaky test failures are difficult to study. Without having observed a test to both pass and fail under the same setup, it is unknown whether a test is flaky and what its failure rate is. Thus, flaky-test research has greatly benefited from data records of previous studies, which provide evidence for flaky test failures and give a rough indication of the failure rates to expect. For assessing the impact of the studied flaky tests on developers' work, it is important to also know how flaky test failures manifest over a regression test history, i.e., under continuous changes to test code or code under test. While existing datasets on flaky tests are mostly based on re-runs on an invariant code base, the actual effects of flaky tests on development can only be assessed across the commits in an evolving commit history, against which (potentially flaky) regression tests are executed. In our presentation, we outline approaches to bridge this gap and report on our experiences following one of them. As a result of this work, we contribute a dataset of flaky test failures across a simulated regression test history.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Flaky tests can both pass and fail without changes to test code or code under test (CUT). This makes them problematic for regression testing, because flaky regression tests can falsely indicate defects in the CUT and thereby block further development and integration.

Flaky test detection approaches typically employ test re-executions on an unchanged code base (see [6] for an overview). While research projects commonly use repetition counts in the hundreds (e.g., [4]) or even tens of thousands [1], for many practitioners long detection latencies from many repetitions are impractical. To this end, repetition counts in the single or lower double digit range are used and identified flaky tests subsequently quarantined (instead of repaired). This difference causes a gap between academic and practical approaches to cope with flaky tests. It is unclear to which degree the flaky tests that are identified with targeted academic detection approaches overlap with the flaky tests that plague developers most in their daily work. In other words: Flaky tests that are detected with an academic tool may not necessarily be the ones that cause most friction in continuous integration (CI). Closing this gap would help researchers to focus their work (if desired) on the most painful practical manifestations of flaky tests.

However, to assess how a detected flaky test affects CI, the behavior of this test in the regression test history of the project must be known, i.e., along a changing test and CUT code base and not just across a number of re-executions on the same commit. While this information is available in the software projects plagued by flaky tests, it is not part of the flaky test datasets that academic research is often based on. To take a first step in solving this problem, we outline different possibilities for obtaining such a flaky regression-test history, i.e., a regression test history that includes flaky tests, and propose a dataset of simulated flaky regression test histories for Maven projects in IDoFT [3].

2 OBTAINING FLAKY REGRESSION-TEST HISTORIES
To the best of our knowledge, only one dataset of regression test histories with flaky tests exists to date. Gruber et al. proposed an approach for practical flaky test detection on the basis of regression test histories and code features [2] and published a dataset of test result histories for 200 tests. As the histories have been obtained from an industry collaborator, the dataset is redacted. Test names, implementations, etc. are missing and their test suites and execution environments are unknown. This makes the dataset suitable for “black-box” assessments that solely rely on the published test features, but its applicability beyond that scenario remains limited.

We have identified several options for obtaining flaky regression-test histories based on different data sources, which fall in two classes. In essence, one can either (1) start from regression test datasets and search for flaky tests or (2) start from flaky test datasets and simulate regression test histories.

Regression Test Datasets. Regminer [7] aims to extract regressions from commit histories. The dataset accompanying the Regminer paper contains projects that are also found in flaky test datasets, e.g., Apache Ambari and Hadoop. In a study of “orange” CI jobs that intermittently pass or fail (in builds or tests), Lampel et al. [5] present a dataset scraped from Mozilla treeherder. The system provides a dedicated view for intermittent test failures¹, which may be leveraged, but only keeps records for 3 weeks, so that building a dataset from this source requires continuous monitoring.

Flaky Test Datasets. IDoFT [3] provides a comprehensive dataset of flaky tests identified with different detectors. Similar datasets exist for individual research projects.

¹https://treeherder.mozilla.org/intermittent-failures
Table 1: Dataset summary: Slug (Module) – the Maven project’s GitHub slug and module name (if applies), FIC hash – flakiness introducing commit, tests/commit counts, average commits per test (as tests may be introduced/removed), nr. of tests flaky in ≥ 1 commit, nr. of tests consistently failing in ≥ 1 commit, nr. of distinct histories that can be generated from the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slug (Module)</th>
<th>FIC Hash</th>
<th>Tests</th>
<th>Commits</th>
<th>Avg. Commits/Test</th>
<th>Flaky Tests</th>
<th>Tests w/ Consistent Fails</th>
<th>Distinct Histories</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TooTallNate/Java-WebSocket</td>
<td>82d4d0f5</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.6 × 10^9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aperio/java-cas-client (cas-client-core)</td>
<td>5e3655b9</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0 × 10^7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eclipse-ee4j/tyrus (tests/e2e/standard-config)</td>
<td>ece8bc76</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ferouh/yawp (yawp-testing/yawp-testing-appengine)</td>
<td>aabef72</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>191.0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluent/fluent-logger-java</td>
<td>5fa4d383</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>105.6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.0 × 10^12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fluent/fluent-logger-java</td>
<td>87e957ae</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>122.4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.1 × 10^11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>javadelight/delight-nashorn-sandbox</td>
<td>dbd651ff</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>100.6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.2 × 10^10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>javadelight/delight-nashorn-sandbox</td>
<td>d1f4e7a8</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>83.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.6 × 10^6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonatype-nexus-community/nexus-repository-helm</td>
<td>5517a4b5</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonatype-nexus-community/nexus-repository-helm</td>
<td>0232b40d</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>448.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sonatype-nexus-community/nexus-repository-helm</td>
<td>78a8d6f5</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>474.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dataset Construction. We construct a dataset of possible flaky regression-test histories based on IDoFT, as it contains information for “flakiness-introducing commits” (FICs) and commits on which tests have originally been identified as flaky (“iDFlakies commit” [4]) for a subset of flaky tests in the dataset. These commits can conveniently serve as boundaries for the test result histories we construct. Specifically, we

- select projects from IDoFT with tests that have a known FIC,
- filter out projects, for which we are not able to build and test the Maven modules in the IDoFT dataset in the iDFlakies commit (e.g., due to broken dependencies),
- run the modules’ test suites on each commit in the commit history between the FIC and the iDFlakies commit, and
- repeat the test execution across these commits 30 times to increase the likelihood of observing flakiness and increasing the dataset: With 30 repetitions across n commits for each module, we obtain 30^n possible regression test histories.

Simulated regression test histories mix flaky failures with regression failures. We find 57 tests in 7 modules that fail consistently across all 30 repetitions in one or more commits, out of which 4 tests exhibit both consistent and flaky failures. This makes the dataset a good starting point for assessing the discriminative power of flaky test classifiers like FLAST [8] or FlakeFlagger [1] across flaky- and consistent-failing tests/commits.

Failure distributions vary across commits. Out of 58 simulated flaky test histories that fail on more than a single commit in our dataset, 31 show significantly (Fisher’s exact test, $\alpha = 0.05$, 12 p-values via Monte-Carlo simulation) differing failure distributions across commits. This may hint at an opportunity for better debugging of flaky tests, for which higher failure rates are favorable. However, this is an early-stage result based on 30 repetitions and requires further investigation on how commits with higher failure rates can be identified without numerous re-runs.
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